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James to the Rescue Jul 25 2022 "Marvin the beetle is going collecting with his
family. All is good and well until Uncle Albert gets hurt. Marvin needs his human
friend James's help to save Uncle Albert before it's too late"-Roses in a Forbidden Garden Oct 24 2019 Amidst the unspeakable horrors of
Hitler's Concentration Camps, a young German girl finds beauty and love for a
man that will last a lifetime.
Fur Elise Apr 29 2020
Desert Crossing May 23 2022 There are some kinds of trouble you never see
coming, like those thunderstorms that start from nothing at all. One minute the
sky is bright blue and distant. Then, all of a sudden, it's dark and thick with
clouds, pressing down right on top of you. The leaves turn silvery and twist in the
wind, the air starts to hum, and the rain comes, so heavy and fast you can't even
see. You almost never make it to the house on time. A dead body on the
road—who is responsible and how will it affect the lives of three teens? For
fourteen-year-old Lucy Martinez, the moment when everything changes comes
one night during a long car trip with her older brother and his friend Kit. They

are on their way to visit Lucy's father for spring break, but never make it. While
driving across northern New Mexico through a blinding rainstorm, their car hits
something—an animal, they think. But when they backtrack, they find a dead
body on the side of the road. With amazing insight and compelling prose, Elise
Broach charts a suspenseful journey full of danger, loss, and painful selfdiscovery. What will happen to the lives of three teenagers who can suddenly no
longer pretend innocence?
Canon in D Jul 01 2020 One of our top-selling sheet arrangements of this
famous piece. Canon in D is the most famous piece of music by Johann
Pachelbel, written in or around 1680 as a piece of chamber music for three
violins and basso continuo. Robert Schultz's faithful setting is for the advanced
pianist. Tasteful use of arpeggios, rolled chords, and dynamics brings out a rich,
sonorous sound that evokes the original string arrangement. Perfect for
weddings, recitals, or any other special occasion.
Happily Ever Afters Sep 22 2019 Jane the Virgin meets To All the Boys I’ve
Loved Before in this charming debut romantic comedy filled with Black Girl
Magic. Perfect for fans of Mary H. K. Choi and Nicola Yoon, with crossover
appeal for readers of Jasmine Guillory and Talia Hibbert romances. Sixteen-yearold Tessa Johnson has never felt like the protagonist in her own life. She’s rarely
seen herself reflected in the pages of the romance novels she loves. The only
place she’s a true leading lady is in her own writing—in the swoony love stories
she shares only with Caroline, her best friend and #1 devoted reader. When
Tessa is accepted into the creative writing program of a prestigious art school,
she’s excited to finally let her stories shine. But when she goes to her first
workshop, the words are just...gone. Fortunately, Caroline has a solution: Tessa
just needs to find some inspiration in a real-life love story of her own. And she’s
ready with a list of romance novel-inspired steps to a happily ever after. Nico, the
brooding artist who looks like he walked out of one of Tessa’s stories, is cast as
the perfect Prince Charming. But as Tessa checks each item off Caroline’s list,
she gets further and further away from herself. She risks losing everything she
cares about—including the surprising bond she develops with sweet Sam, who
lives across the street. She’s well on her way to having her own real-life love
story, but is it the one she wants, after all?
Bedtime for Little Bulldozer Jul 13 2021 Little Bulldozer struggles to fall asleep
in Bedtime for Little Bulldozer, a sweet and clever bedtime picture book by New
York Times bestselling author Elise Broach with illustrations by Barry E.
Jackson. Falling asleep isn’t always easy, especially for a loud and rumbling little
bulldozer. Once he finally gets into bed, he can’t fall asleep no matter what he
tries to do: has another drink of oil, gathers his favorite stuffies, and even reads
his favorite book. Still, something’s not right, and only his sisters—a steamroller
and a crane—can make it better. This reassuring and clever bedtime story is for
young ones who need a bit of help “bull-dozing” off to sleep. Christy Ottaviano
Books
When Dinosaurs Came with Everything Oct 16 2021 Imagine if instead of
getting the usual lollipop or sticker everywhere you go, there was something
bigger on offer… something much, much bigger! This is exactly what happens
when a little boy accompanies his mum on a busy shopping trip. Just when the
little boy thinks he's going to die of boredom, something very unusual happens…
shops everywhere are giving away a very special treat with every purchase ~ a
free dinosaur! It's a dream come true… except, what exactly do you do with these

Jurassic treats? And how do you convince mum to let you keep them?
Revenge of Superstition Mountain Jun 19 2019 The Barker brothers and their
friend Delilah secretly climb up to Superstition Mountain one last time, hoping
to solve the remaining mysteries, including whether the librarian is really the
ghost of Julia Thomas, what was their uncle Hank's role in discovering the gold
mine, and especially, who is trying to kill them.
A Trip to the Country for Marvin & James Dec 18 2021 A Trip to the Country for
Marvin & James is the fifth book in the Masterpiece Adventures chapter book
series by New York Times bestselling author Elise Broach, featuring Marvin the
beetle and his best friend, James, as they deal with new life challenges. Marvin
gets invited to spend a weekend with James visiting Karl and Christina in the
country. And Marvin is bringing his cousin Elaine! Together, they partake in
exciting outdoor activities. But a playful boat ride on a pond turns into an
unexpected adventure. How will James and Marvin and Elaine find each other out
in the wilderness? This story brings Marvin and James together in a celebration
of friendship and family. Christy Ottaviano Books
The Miniature World of Marvin & James Aug 26 2022 In this Masterpiece
Adventure, the first in a companion series for younger readers from bestselling
author Elise Broach, James is going on vacation for a week. His best friend,
Marvin the beetle, has to stay at home. Without James to keep him company,
Marvin has to play with his annoying cousin, Elaine. Marvin and Elaine quickly
find themselves getting into all sorts of trouble—even getting trapped inside a
pencil sharpener! Marvin misses James and starts to worry about their
friendship. Will James still be Marvin's friend when he gets home or will James
have found a new best friend? A Christy Ottaviano Book
Fur Elise (Sheet Music) Feb 20 2022 (Piano Solo Sheets). This sheet music
features an intermediate-level piano solo arrangement of the beloved Beethoven
work.
Missing on Superstition Mountain Apr 22 2022 It's summer and the three
Barker brothers—Simon, Henry, and Jack—just moved from Illinois to Arizona.
Their parents have warned them repeatedly not to explore Superstition
Mountain, which is near their home. But when their cat Josie goes missing, they
see no other choice. There's something unusually creepy about the mountain and
after the boys find three human skulls, they grow determined to uncover the
mystery. Have people really gone missing over the years, and could there be
someone or some thing lurking in the woods? Together with their new neighbor
Delilah, the Barker boys are dead-set on cracking the case even if it means
putting themselves in harm's way. Here's the first book in an action-packed
mystery series by a New York Times bestselling author. Missing on Superstition
Mountain is a Publishers Weekly Best Children's Fiction title for 2011.
Local Gone Missing May 31 2020 Detective Elise King investigates a man’s
disappearance in a seaside town where the locals and weekenders are at odds in
this rich and captivating new novel from the New York Times bestselling author
of The Widow. Elise King is a successful and ambitious detective—or she was
before a medical leave left her unsure if she'd ever return to work. She now
spends most days watching the growing tensions in her small seaside town of
Ebbing—the weekenders renovating old bungalows into luxury homes, and the
locals resentful of the changes. Elise can only guess what really happens behind
closed doors. But Dee Eastwood, her house cleaner, often knows. She’s an
invisible presence in many of the houses in town, but she sees and hears

everything. The conflicts boil over when a newcomer wants to put the town on
the map with a weekend music festival, and two teenagers overdose on drugs.
When a man disappears the first night of the festival, Elise starts digging for
answers. Ebbing is a small town, but it's full of secrets and hidden connections
that run deeper and darker than Elise could have ever imagined.
Duet for Viola and Cello Feb 26 2020 A String Duet for Viola and Cello,
composed by Ludwig van Beethoven.
Dangerous Girls Nov 24 2019 While on spring break in Aruba, Anna is accused
of her best friend's death and must stand trial for murder in a foreign country.
Duet Sep 15 2021 A musically gifted bird, a piano-playing boy, and a real-life
mystery involving three artistic geniuses Welcome to the world of Mirabelle, a
young goldfinch who loves to sing and dreams of becoming a musical star. She
lives with her family in the backyard of a piano teacher, and she is quickly
intrigued by Mr. Starek's newest pupil. Michael Jin is an eleven-year-old
keyboard sensation, but lesson after lesson, he refuses to play. With the
prestigious Chopin Festival looming at summer’s end, how will he be ready in
time? Mirabelle is responsible for Michael’s breakthrough—to her own
astonishment, she sings the Chopin piece he is beginning to play at the piano. It
is their first duet. Thus begins a secret adventure that will take Mirabelle and
Michael further than they ever imagined—in music, in friendship, and in solving
the mystery of a lost piano that could be worth millions. A house full of treasures
holds the clues. There, Mirabelle, Michael, and their friend Emily will make an
important discovery that links the great composer Frederic Chopin, the
trailblazing author George Sand, and the French Romantic painter Eugene
Delacroix. A fast-paced, history-rich mystery will have young readers hooked as
they root for boy and bird in this beautifully told novel, full of emotion and
suspense.
Hush, Little Dragon Jul 21 2019 Adorable dragons search for a bedtime snack in
this “humorous children’s picturebook that turns a traditional child’s lullaby on
its head” (Midwest Book Review). Baby and Mama dragon are almost ready to
settle in for the night. But Baby can’t sleep until he gets a treat, so together they
search the village for one. But there are so many options to choose from! Will
they devour the town’s magician? Eat the three musketeers? Gobble up the
princess? Or maybe dine on the mean old queen? Exhausted from their clever
culinary adventure, Mama and Baby dragon settle down to a good night’s sleep
in this warm, funny tale. Bringing a clever twist to the classic lullaby, “Hush,
Little Baby,” this beautifully illustrated picture book will be a familiar yet
original read for picky eaters—and readers—at bedtime and storytime.
Grub Aug 22 2019 A novel of literary New York follows the lives of a cast of
characters including editors, writers, and their friends over a five year period.
Beethoven Sep 03 2020 Beethoven Bagatelle No. 25 in A minor (WoO 59, Bia
515) for solo piano, commonly known as "Für Elise": "For Elise"), is one of
Ludwig van Beethoven's most popular compositions.It was not published during
his lifetime, only being discovered (by Ludwig Nohl) 40 years after his death, and
may be termed either a Bagatelle or an Albumblatt. The identity of "Elise" is
unknown; researchers have suggested Therese Malfatti, Elisabeth Röckel, or
Elise Barensfeld.
Marvin & James Save the Day and Elaine Helps! Jan 19 2022 Book 4 in the
Masterpiece Adventures chapter book series featuring Marvin the beetle and his
best friend, James. James’s father, Karl, and Christina, his friend from the

museum, are getting married! James is the ring bearer and he is excited but also
nervous. He loves Christina yet he is worried about losing his dad to a different
family and a different life. And what if, at the wedding, James drops the ring? His
beetle best friend Marvin promises to help him, but Marvin ends up with an even
more critical job when something goes wrong. Will the whole wedding be ruined?
Not if Marvin and James and Elaine can help it. This young chapter book for
emergent readers captures the miniature world and friendship of Marvin the
beetle and James. Complete with charming illustrations on every page by Kelly
Murphy. Christy Ottaviano Books
Shakespeare's Secret Jun 24 2022 Named after a character in a Shakespeare
play, misfit sixth-grader Hero becomes interested in exploring this unusual
connection because of a valuable diamond supposedly hidden in her new house,
an intriguing neighbor, and the unexpected attention of the most popular boy in
school. Reprint. 50,000 first printing.
The Masterpiece Feb 08 2021 In this captivating novel, New York Times
bestselling author Fiona Davis takes readers into the glamorous lost art school
within Grand Central Terminal, where two very different women, fifty years
apart, strive to make their mark on a world set against them. For most New
Yorkers, Grand Central Terminal is a crown jewel, a masterpiece of design. But
for Clara Darden and Virginia Clay, it represents something quite different. For
Clara, the terminal is the stepping stone to her future. It is 1928, and Clara is
teaching at the lauded Grand Central School of Art. Though not even the
prestige of the school can override the public's disdain for a "woman artist," fiery
Clara is single-minded in her quest to achieve every creative success—even while
juggling the affections of two very different men. But she and her bohemian
friends have no idea that they'll soon be blindsided by the looming Great
Depression...and that even poverty and hunger will do little to prepare Clara for
the greater tragedy yet to come. By 1974, the terminal has declined almost as
sharply as Virginia Clay's life. Dilapidated and dangerous, Grand Central is at the
center of a fierce lawsuit: Is the once-grand building a landmark to be preserved,
or a cancer to be demolished? For Virginia, it is simply her last resort. Recently
divorced, she has just accepted a job in the information booth in order to support
herself and her college-age daughter, Ruby. But when Virginia stumbles upon an
abandoned art school within the terminal and discovers a striking watercolor,
her eyes are opened to the elegance beneath the decay. She embarks on a quest
to find the artist of the unsigned masterpiece—an impassioned chase that draws
Virginia not only into the battle to save Grand Central but deep into the mystery
of Clara Darden, the famed 1920s illustrator who disappeared from history in
1931.
The Wolf Keepers Nov 17 2021 A high-stakes middle grade historical adventure
through Yosemite National Park by the New York Times-bestselling author of
Masterpiece. Twelve-year-old Lizzie Durango and her dad have always had a zoo
to call their home. Lizzie spends her days watching the animals and taking note
of their various behaviors. Though the zoo makes for a unique home, it's a hard
place for Lizzie to make lasting friends. But all this changes one afternoon when
she finds Tyler Briggs, a runaway who has secretly made the zoo his makeshift
home. The two become friends and, just as quickly, stumble into a covert
investigation involving the zoo wolves who are suddenly dying. Little do they
know, this mystery will draw them into a high-stakes historical adventure
involving the legend of John Muir as they try to navigate safely while lost in

Yosemite National Park. A Christy Ottaviano Book
The Miniature World of Marvin and James Apr 10 2021 When his best friend, a
human boy named James, goes away on vacation, Marvin the beetle worries that
their friendship may end.
Dotted Line Mar 09 2021 Everyone thought I had it together. That I was tough
and powerful and a take-no-prisoners woman at the top of my industry. And I
was. At work. I always sealed the deal, nabbed the contract, and I never failed to
get someone to sign on the dotted line. At work, I was the best. My personal life,
however, was a wreck. A giant, lonely wreck. Until, Cole. Cole was about as far
away from my city girl polish as one could get. A retired hockey player, he wore
jeans to my power suits, cowboy boots to my heels, ate simple food to my
gourmet. Hell, he even lived on a ranch half the year. And yet . . . he also
challenged my mind. Never gave me an inch. Not to mention, he was gorgeous,
kind, incredibly insightful and always, always, called me on my B.S. He’d done it
when I’d been his agent, and continued to do it every time we talked. He was
everything I’d dreamed of . . . and also, everything I was terrified to have. *This
book was previously published under the title, Bitch*
Neck & Neck Mar 29 2020 In this crowd-pleasing read-aloud from the creator of
the bestselling If You Ever Want to Bring an Alligator to School, Don't!, a
giraffe's self-esteem is tested during a hilarious confrontation between unlikely
look-alikes! Everybody loves Leopold the giraffe. He inspires awe and wonder.
His adoring fans gaze and cheer. Best of all, they feed him lots of deeeelicious
snacks! But, one day, a shiny, bobble-headed new rival comes in and ruins
everything...a giraffe-shaped balloon! Just how far will Leopold go to prove that
he's the hero of the zoo? Readers learn that actions speak far louder than looks
in this laugh-out-loud face-off from Elise Parsley--the New York Times
bestselling creator of the Magnolia Says DON'T! series.
Snowflake Baby Nov 05 2020 Snowflake baby Winter day Snowsuit baby Out to
play! Little ones will love playing along with baby during a day full of wintry fun,
from snowballs to sledding. This interactive novelty board book features large
lift-the-flaps on each spread, hiding charming surprises underneath. With
acclaimed author Elise Broach's delightful rhyming text and playful illustrations
by Cori Doerrfeld, this is the perfect read-aloud to share after fun-filled snowy
day!
Gumption! May 11 2021 Peter's been invited to go on a safari. He's brought: 1.
Uncle Nigel, who's an explorer 2. hiking shorts 3. a canteen But what he will
need most is a bit of gumption. (Gumption: n. Courage; spunk; fortitude;
resourcefulness; good sense.) Oh, wait...there are crocodiles in the river? Then
he might need a lot of it!
My Pet Wants a Pet Aug 14 2021 A charming picture book that cleverly captures
a universal wish—to love and care for something—and shows that you're never
too little to share in that dream, by New York Times-bestselling author Elise
Broach. Once there was a boy who wanted something to take care of. Something
of his very own. He begged his mother for a puppy. Until she said YES! The boy
loved his puppy. He fed him and played with him and cuddled him. But soon, the
dog wanted something to take care of—something of his very own. So the dog
gets a pet cat; then the cat gets a pet bird; the bird gets a pet worm; the worm
gets a pet flea . . . and on and on it goes as utter chaos ensues. Christy Ottaviano
Books
Fur Elise, Easy Edition Dec 26 2019

Masterpiece Oct 28 2022 Marvin lives with his family under the kitchen sink in
the Pompadays' apartment. He is very much a beetle. James Pompaday lives with
his family in New York City. He is very much an eleven-year-old boy.After James
gets a pen-and-ink set for his birthday, Marvin surprises him by creating an
elaborate miniature drawing. James gets all the credit for the picture and before
these unlikely friends know it they are caught up in a staged art heist at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art that could help recover a famous drawing by
Albrecht Dürer. But James can't go through with the plan without Marvin's help.
And that's where things get really complicated (and interesting!). This fast-paced
mystery will have young readers on the edge of their seats as they root for boy
and beetle. In Shakespeare's Secret Elise Broach showed her keen ability to
weave storytelling with history and suspense, and Masterpiece is yet another
example of her talent. This time around it's an irresistible miniature world,
fascinating art history, all wrapped up in a special friendship— something for
everyone to enjoy. Masterpiece is a 2009 Bank Street - Best Children's Book of
the Year.
The Girl with the Emerald Ring Dec 06 2020 After a nasty divorce, Bethany
Stafford-Lyons is forced to transform herself from a high-society housewife into
one of London’s worker bees. Using a last connection to her previous life, she
lands a job at Pemberton Fine Arts, a world-renowned gallery and restoration
studio. With her art degree, it should have been the perfect role, but she soon
finds working for Hugo Pemberton is a challenge in more ways than one. Eight
years ago, Alaric McLain got fired from the FBI after an undercover operation
ended in disaster. Still missing? One masterpiece, ten million dollars in cash and
diamonds, and his once-glowing reputation. When he retreated overseas to lick
his wounds, he made a vow—he’d find The Girl with the Emerald Ring if it was
the last thing he did. The trail leads to Chelsea, where assisted by his exgirlfriend and a seventeen-year-old brat he wants to handcuff to a railroad track,
Alaric’s soon embroiled in a game of cat and mouse with a talented team of
thieves. Let the fun begin… The Girl with the Emerald Ring is a romantic
suspense novel in the Blackwood Security series. Although one story arc is
concluded in this book, Alaric and Bethany’s story continues in Red After Dark.
Treasure on Superstition Mountain Jan 07 2021 Returning to Superstition
Mountain, the Barker brothers, along with their friend Delilah, soon find
themselves entangled in more danger and mystery as they uncover a treasure.
Illustrations.
Masterpiece Sep 27 2022 After Marvin, a beetle, makes a miniature drawing as
an eleventh birthday gift for James, a human with whom he shares a house, the
two new friends work together to help recover a Durer drawing stolen from the
Metropolitan Museum of Art.
Trouble at School for Marvin & James Jun 12 2021 In the new Masterpiece
Adventure Trouble at School for Marvin & James, the third in a series for
younger readers from bestselling author Elise Broach, Marvin the beetle is off to
school with James for the very first time! Everything runs smoothly on this big
adventure until the bell rings after lunch and Marvin gets separated from James.
In fact, he gets accidentally thrown away! Will Marvin make it back home to his
family? How will James find him? This young chapter book for emergent readers
captures the miniature world of Marvin the Beetle and his special friend James
in stunning two color illustrations that accompany the text. A Christy Ottaviano
Book Books in the Masterpiece Adventure series: The Miniature World of Marvin

& James James to the Rescue Trouble at School for Marvin & James
Trouble at School for Marvin & James Mar 21 2022 In the new Masterpiece
Adventure Trouble at School for Marvin & James, the third in a series for
younger readers from bestselling author Elise Broach, Marvin the beetle is off to
school with James for the very first time! Everything runs smoothly on this big
adventure until the bell rings after lunch and Marvin gets separated from James.
In fact, he gets accidentally thrown away! Will Marvin make it back home to his
family? How will James find him? This young chapter book for emergent readers
captures the miniature world of Marvin the Beetle and his special friend James.
A Christy Ottaviano Book
The Madonna of the Mountains Aug 02 2020 “A riveting adventure for the soul .
. . just the kind of evocative historical fiction I love.”—Sara Gruen, author of At
the Water’s Edge and Water for Elephants An epic, inspiring novel about one
woman’s survival in the hardscrabble Italian countryside and her determination
to protect her family throughout the Second World War—by any means possible
Maria Vittoria is twenty-five when her father brings home the man who will
become her husband. It is 1923 in the austere Italian mountain village where her
family has lived for generations, and the man she sees is tall and handsome and
has survived the First World War without any noticeable scars. Taking just the
linens she has sewn that make up her dowry and a statue of the Madonna that
sits by her bedside, Maria leaves the only life she has ever known to begin a
family. But her future will not be what she imagines. The Madonna of the
Mountains follows Maria over the next three decades, as she moves to the town
where she and her husband become shopkeepers, through the birth of their five
children, through the hardships and cruelties of the National Fascist Party Rule
and the Second World War. Struggling with the cost of survival at a time when
food is scarce and allegiances are questioned, Maria trusts no one and fears
everyone—her Fascist cousin, the madwoman from her childhood, her watchful
neighbors, the Nazis and the Partisans who show up hungry at her door. As
Maria’s children grow up and her marriage endures its own hardships, she must
hold her family together with resilience, love, and faith, until she makes a fateful
decision that will change the course of all their lives. A sweeping saga about
womanhood, loyalty, war, religion, family, food, motherhood, and marriage, The
Madonna of the Mountains is a poignant look at the span of one woman’s life as
the rules change and her world becomes unrecognizable. In depicting the great
cost of war and the ineluctable power of time on a life, Elise Valmorbida has
created an unforgettable portrait of a woman navigating both the unforeseen
and the inevitable. Advance praise for Madonna of the Mountains “The moral
and ethical questions raised propel the story beyond the particulars into the
universal.”—Kirkus Reviews “It is a bewitching but entirely unsentimental
portrait of one woman’s attempt to keep her family safe in turbulent
times.”—The Times (UK), Book of the Month “A solid choice for readers who
appreciate layered family sagas.”—Library Journal
Canon in D Plus 12 Masterpieces Jan 27 2020 Robert Schultz provides a
collection of 13 world-famous pieces for piano. These upper-intermediate
original pieces and transcriptions will delight every advancing pianist. Included
are such favorites as Canon in D * Nessum Dorma * O Mio Babbino Caro *
Moonlight Sonata * Clair de Lune * Für Elise and seven others.
Wet Dog! Oct 04 2020 On a hot, hot day, a good old dog just has to get some
relief! Around the steamy country lanes, he sniffs and searches until he finds a

chauffeur washing a shiny car, a baker scrubbing some sticky pans, and a florist
spraying a pink bouquet. They're all getting ready for a country wedding, and
this overheated pup just wants to plunge into the fun—and water! but will the
wedding party in their fancy finery welcome this gotta-be-cool pooch? Zany
characters, zingy lines, and high-spirited scenes abound in this witty and
affectionate story by author Elise Broach and New York Times Best Illustrated
Book Award winner David Catrow.
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